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I. INTRODUCTION 
THE PURPOSE of this paper is to study the representation spaces 
R^ = Hom(n. SU(2))/conjuyurion 
where n is the fundamental group of a Seifert fibered homology three sphere. Our main 
result is a proof of a conjecture of Fintushel and Stern which states that the manifold f? 
admits a Morse function with only even index critical points. 
In [3]. Fintushel and Stern develop a scrics of ideas leading to the calculation of the 
Flocr homology of an arbitrary Seifcrt fibered homology sphcrc. The last csscntial step in 
this program is the construction of a Morse function on l? having only cvcn index critical 
points, and the dctcrmination of these indicts. Such a Morse function exists if the homology 
sphere has three or four exceptional fibers since in these cases the components are points or 
2-spheres. Fintushel and Stern conjecture that a Morse function with this property exists in 
the case of an arbitrary number of exceptional fibers, and show that the existence of this 
Morse function implies that the Floer chain groups arc zero in even dimensions. It follows 
that the boundary operator is zero. They then show how to calculate these groups in terms 
of the indices of this Morse function, and compute the Floer homology of Seifcrt fibered 
homology spheres with three exceptional fibers and, in certain cases, with four exceptional 
fibers. 
Thus, the main motivation for our work was to make it possible to use the techniques of 
Fintushel and Stern to calculate the Floer homology of an arbitrary Seifert fibered 
homology 3-sphere. 
In Section 2 we determine what the path components of fi are. This is done by 
identifying the representation space with a configuration space ofcertain linkages in S’. The 
results of this section imply that there are no “hidden” components in the sense of [3]; each 
allowable sequence of integers (defined below) gives rise to exactly one path component of 
d. In the third section we construct a Morse function on R^ with only even index critical 
points. 
In Section 4 we determine the homeomorphism types of the 4 dimensional components 
of d for an arbitrary Scifert f&red homology sphere. We show that the components of 
these spaces are either S2 x S2 or CP2 #nc2 for n =O, I, 2.3.4, or 5. Moreover, we show 
how to determine exactly what the components are in any particular case. 
In the fifth section, WC calculate the Floer homology of some Scifcrt fibered homology 
spheres with four and five exceptional fibers. Thcsc computations are based on Fintushel 
and Stern’s formulas, and use the Morse functions we introduce in Section 3. 
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The methods of Sections 2.3. and 4 are based on the observation of Fintushel and Stern 
[3] that representations of the fundamental group of a Seifert fibered homology sphere 
correspond to certain types of linkages in S’. 
In independent work, S. Bauer and C. Okonek [Z] have shown, using methods of 
algebraic geometry,that these representation spaces are rational algebraic varieties whose 
odd betti numbers vanish. By these methods they also obtained the same list of 
4-dimensional components as we give in Section 4. 
2. COMPONESTS OF THE REPRESESTATION SPACES 
We begin with some useful observations about the group SU(Z).This group can be 
identified with the unit quaternions S3 c H using the isomorphism 
a+bjc, for a,beC. 
Formulas arc usually more easily expressed in the quaternionic notation. Geodesics in S3 
through 1 or - I are circle subgroups, and each point PE SJ - { + I} lies in a unique circle 
subgroup. 
Since WC will be intercstcd in conjugacy classes of rcprcscntations, it is important to 
identify the conjugacy classes in S”. A simple check shows that the conjugacy class of a unit 
quatcrnion is dctermincd uniquely by its real part. Dctinc the function d:S’ -+ [O. n] by 
d(q) = cos-‘(Rr(y)).. The point invcrscs of d arc conjugacy classes and d(q) is just the 
distance from q to the identity clcmcnt I ES’ in the spherical metric. Thus the conjugacy 
claws arc 7 ,-sphcrcs ccntcrcd at I ES> except for the cxtrcmc cases of + I. 
If 11:s~ 4 SO(J) is the composite of the 2-fold cover S’ -+ SO(3) and the inclusion 
SO(3) c SO(4) of those orthogonal transformations which fix f I, then conjugation by y in 
S’ is the same as the action of h(c/) on S” c HJ. If’ y # + I, the 2-plane fixed by h(c/) 
intcrsccts S’ in a circle subgroup which contains y. Conjugation by 4 rotates each 2-sphere 
conjugacy class by an angle of 2d(y) with lixcd points the two points where the circle 
subgroup through y intcrsccts this conjugacy class. 
Let 7t = n,(E(u,, . . . , (I,)) bc the fundamental group of the Seifcrt fibered homology 
sphere Z(u,, . . . , u,). The ui arc pairwise relatively prime and: 
n = (x,, . . . ,x,. hlxl’ = hmbl, x1 . . .x, = I, h is central) 
where the b, are integers satisfying (ui, hi) = I and (I, . . . u;ZbJu, = + I. 
Suppose p: n -) S’ is a representation. If p is reducible, then p is trivial, since H,(n) = 0. 
If p is irreducible, then the center of n must be mapped to + 1. In either case, p(h) = f 1. 
The relations in K then force xi to be mapped to an a,th root of f 1. More precisely, d(p(x,)) 
= nlJu, for some integers Ii satisfying 0 5 Ii 5 a, and 
where H = p(h). 
Ii is 
I 
eren if bi is even or H = 1; 
Odd if b,isoddandH= -1, 
Conversely. given H, X,, . . . , X, in S’ so that H = + I and d(Xi) = nlJu, for integers li 
satisfying the conditions above, then there is a reprcscntation p of n in S3 with p(Xi) = Xi 
and p(h) = H if and only if X, . . . X, = I. So the set of representations of n in S3 is 
naturally in a 1-I corrcspondcnce with this set of (n + I)-tuplcs H, X,. . . . , X, of elements 
of S’. Linkages provide a convcnicnt way to describe such (n + I)-tuples. 
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2.1. DEFINITION. A k-linkage A = (a,. . . . , at) in S3 is a union of oriented geodesic arcs 
61,. . . , u, of lengths between 0 and K such thut the initial point of o, is equal to 1 ES’ and the 
endpoint of oi_ , is equal to the initial point of ui for each i. 
We will call u, the ith strut of the linkage A. One can consider two types of linkages, free 
linkages, where the endpoint of the last strut uL can be any point in S’. and closed linkages, 
where the endpoint of the last strut is required to be 1 ES’. 
If numbers rl,. . . , r,, E (0. n) are given. then the union of all free linkages such that the ith 
strut has length ri forms a space which is homeomorphic to (S2)‘. We call this space the 
configuration space of free k-linkages with lengths r,. . . . , rk and denote it by F(r,. . . . , rk). 
It contains the configuration space of closed k-linkages with lengths r,, . . . , rk which we 
denote by C(r,, . . . , rk). 
We will later identify the configuration spaces of closed linkages with the components of 
Hom(n. S”). Since we are interested in the quotient R. we need to find an action of S3 on the 
configuration spaces which corresponds to the action of S’ on Hom(lr. S’). Notice that the 
conjugation action ofS3 on itself descends to an SO(3) = S’/ f 1 action, and so one can also 
view a as a quotient of Hom(lr. S3) by SO(3). 
The correct SO(3) action on the configuration spaces to choose is the natural one 
coming from the SO(3) action on SJ as isometries fixing f I. This obviously defines an 
action on F(r,, . . . . rk) and C(r,, . . . , rk). We will denote the orbit spaces by t(r,. . . , , rk) 
and <(r,, . . . , rk) or just c and c if the r, are clear from the context. One should think of 
equivalcncc classes as “rigidity”classcs: two linkages arc equivalent if and only if one can be 
rigidly moved to the othsr by a rotation of SJ which fixes It I. 
In working with cquivalcnce classes of linkages under the SO(3) action, wc will often 
want to choose nice rcprcscntativcs for each cquivalcncc class. First WC say that a linkage is 
in good position if the first strut of the linkage is the arc (e”10 5 r 5; r,}. Every equivalence 
class contains linkages in good position. Gcncrically thcrc arc a circle‘s worth for each 
equivalcncc class. 
Consider the collection of linkages in good position such that the endpoint of the ith 
strut dots not lie in the circle {e”} (this set is open in t). In this collection we can find a 
canonical representative by requiring that the endpoint of the ith strut lies in the 2-disc: 
tf+ =S’n{jzO,k=O). 
Choosing such “local” representatives often enables us to work directly with linkages 
instead of equivalence classes. 
There is a natural map which we will frequently use. Given a closed k-linkage, we can 
“forget” the last two struts. This defines a function: 
g:C(r,, . . . , rk) + F(r,, . . . ,rk_2) 
whose value at a closed k-linkage (a,, . . . , uk) is just the free (k - 2)-linkage ((T,, . . . , uk_ J. 
Another useful function is 
f: F(r,, . . . , rL-& + [o, n] 
whose value at a free (k - 2)-linkage A is just the distance from the endpoint of the 
(k - 2)nd strut to I ES’. Notice that f and g are well defined on the orbit spaces. The 
image f(F(r,. . . . , rk)) is a closed interval since f is continuous and since F(r,. . . . , rk) is 
homcomorphic to (S’)‘. 
2.2 LEMMA. The imayefi g(C(r,, . . . , rk)) is equal to the intersection of (he two closed 
inrerculs f (F(r,, . . . , rk - 2) ) and f (F trkqrk - I) 1. 
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Proof: If c E [0, n] is an element in this intersection. it is easy to find a free(k-2Hinkage 
and a free 24inkage whose endpoints coincide. They can now be assumed to form a closed 
k-linkage in C(r,, . . . , rk). n 
2.3 DEFINITION. Let us call u sequence of integers (H, 1,. . . , , I,) udmissihle if 
(1) H= rtl. 
(2) 0 I 1, I <Ii. 
(3) li is 
1 
et’en if bi is even or H = I; 
odd if hi is odd und H = - I. 
(4) There exists u closed iinlqe such thut the lrnyth of the ith strut is nl, q. 
Our intention is to identify the space Hnm(n. S”) with the union over all admissible 
sequences of integers (H, I,. . . . . I,) of the spaces of closed linkages of lengths (r,. . . . , r,), 
where ri = ~rf,/q. There is a slight technical difficulty which arises if some of the li are equal 
to 0 or a,. For example, X(2, 3. 5. 7) has a representation p with ~(11) = - I. /J(.Y,) = IL p(.‘c2) 
= 243, p(.r,) = In/S. and ~J(.v,) = 247. The dimension of the component of H~uJ(x, S’) 
containing ~1 is 3 (see [33 Proposition 2.5) but the dimension of C(rr, 2x/3. 2x/5. 2x/7) is 5. 
The reason for this difTcrcnce is that there are a whole S”s worth of peodcsics from 0 to R. 
but only one element in SJ of distance n from I. The correct configuration space to choose 
for this component is C(n - 2n/3. 245. 2n/7). The following definition explains how to 
correctly choose the ri. 
2.4 DEFINITION. G‘iren WI crdmissihlc~ scyucwce oJ’intqers (II, 1 ,, . . . , 1,). kt k denote the 
nurnher 01 nl,/n, d~J~wnt $YJUJ 0 or I[. Dcfinp the scqrwncx~ (r,, . , . , rk) whew ri E (0, R) 
inductirvly us ji~llon’s. 
Sturt with t/w sc~iprcviiv (nl,/d,, . . . , 721,/u,). Elimiwtc, cdl t/it* t~1cvrrcvtt.s in this .wpuW*c 
w&c4 urc equcrl to xro. I~lkintrte uny adjuce,lt ptrirs (IT, n). Rapltrw uny ptrir (n. X) by the 
rltwwnt I[ - x. Fintrlly. fthr lust pair is (x. n). rrpliiw it by the elwrcvrt n - .Y. Thrn (r,, . . . , 
rk) is thr sequmc*r which rtwurins. The definition oj’udmissihk scqutwc~~ c$intqcrs twsuw.s thut 
eurh ri E (0. n). (Tl~r result could hr t/w empty .sryuemv if euc~lr nli/ui = 0 or n.) 
M’e cull the stqiuwe (r ,. . . . , rk) with ri E (0, 7r) un tid~ni.s.sihl1~ stqutwce oj’lrnyths [fit is 
ohtuinrd by this proce.s.s $wm un udrnissible scyutwce of intr!qrrs (If, I,, . . . , 1,). 
Notice that a sum xU,r,, with Oi = f I or 0, is not equal to 0 mod R unless 1); = 0 for all 
i. since the 14~ arc rclativcly prime. 
The next result implies that for a fixed set of lengths. the configuration space of closed 
linkages with struts of these lengths is connected. 
2.5 THEOREM. The cwrjiqurution sprrce qj’clowd lirtkuycs C(r,, . , . , rk) is connrcted. 
Proo$ We induct on k. the number of struts. WC do not rcquirc the lengths to be 
admissible, and we will (for convcnicnce) only assume that ri<n for each i. Notice that 
equivalent linkages lie in the same component of C(r,. . . . , rk) since SO(3) is connected. We 
leave the easy case of a 34nkage to the readcr. 
Now consider a linkage of k components. In Lemma 2.2 WC showed that the image 
f,y(W,. . . . . rk)) is an interval, say [.V. ~1. 
Given a point ZE [x. ~1, the set/- I(:) 2 C(r,. . . . , rk _ z, z). Thus. by induction./ - I(-_) is 
connected. Given a free (Ic - 2)-linkage A withj(A) = :. the set g-‘(A) is either a point or a 
circle depending on whcthcr or not z is an endpoint of the interval f (F(rk. rk _ 1)). See Fig. 1. 
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Fig. I. 
2.6 FACT. If h: 2. -+ Z is a surjt>ctire mup of compact spaces with Z Hausdor$’ and 
connrctrd ad h- I(:) conn~ctcdjbr all =E Z, thrn Y is connected. 
An application of this fact to g,, y y, ,,._, shows that (/T y)- l(z) is connected for all z E [x. 
.v]. S0.p) ~1: C -. [x, J] is a map whose fibers are all connected. The theorem now follows 
from one more application of 2.6 to the map/ y. n 
2.7. LFMMA. Edt component of R = Ilom(n. SJ) is d~~wnorphic to C(r,. . , . , t&/Or some 
dnu3sihlc (r , , . . . . rt). Furthcrmorc. the idcvrt$ficwtion is SO( 3) cyuiwriant, whrre SO(3) acts 
on R ria the c’onjugqc~tirm action of’ SJ and on C as dcwrihcd ahow. Hrncc each component of R 
is djfl&m~orphic to C7(r,. . . . , r,)j;w som~~ aclmissihlc st*ytit~nt~c*. Therr is a I -I correspondcwr 
twtnwn components (!/ k and atlmis.sihl~~ squcwrs of intqcrs. 
Proof: Suppose tirst that ij : n + S” is a rcprcscntation with p(.u,) diGrent from f I for 
all i. Then WC’ can associata to 11 the closed n-linkage whose First strut is the geodesic from t 
to I~(.v,), and whose ith strut is the gcodcsic from />(.u, . . . x, _ L) to p(x, . . . xi). Notice that 
the ith strut has Icnpth nl,/a,. Convcrscly, given an admissible closed n linkage A. one can 
associate to it the unique rcprcscntation I),, whose value on x,x2*xi is the endpoint of the 
ith strut of A. 
To show equivariance, consider the homomorphism h:S’ + SO(4) which is the 
composition of the covering map S3 + SO(3) with the inclusion SO(3) c SO(4) of those 
elements which fix + 1. Then conjugating by /IES’ is the same as rotating S’ by h(p). 
Equivariance follows. 
The correspondence requires some adjustment when we consider representations which 
send some of the xi to 2 I. It is not true that the component, R, of Hom(n, S’) containing a 
representation p is homcomorphic to C(rrl,/tr,, . . . , n/,/a,) if some Ii equals a,; see the 
discussion prcccding Definition 2.4. The solution is to start with the admissible sequence of 
intcgcrs dctcrmincd by II and to apply the algorithm of Definition 2.4 to find the correct 
sequence of lengths. For example. take the case where p(x,) is difTerent from + 1 for 
i= 1.. . . , n - 1andp(.\-,) = - l.Lct(r,,. ..,rn_,)=(nl,/a ,,.. .rnl,_z/a,_2,1[--KIJa,). 
Then the corrcspondcncc 
q5:C(r,,. . . ,r,-,)-, R, 
which assigns to a linkage A = (a,. . . . , CT,_ ,) the representation p,, given by 
p,,(.r,) = endpoint of cr,, p*(x, . . . ?I,) = endpoint of 6, if i 5 n - 2, p,,(x, . . . x._~) = the 
antipodul point to the endpoint of u,_ ,, and p,(.lc,) = - I is a homeomorphism. n 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.7 WC can clear up a question which arose in [9-J. In that 
paper Fintushcl and Stern compute the admissible sequences of integers for certain Seifcrt 
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fibered homology spheres with 4 exceptional fibers. and asked whether there could be 
“hidden” components, i.e. does any admissible sequence correspond to more than one 
component of i? We see from the theorem that this cannot happen. Each admissible 
sequence of integers corresponds to exactly one component of d. 
3. MAIN THEOREM 
Our goal in this section is to prove that the space d admits a Morse function with only 
even index critical points. In [3] it is shown that the component of R’ containing the 
equivalence class of a representation p is a smooth manifold ofdimension 2k - 6. where k is 
the number of p(.yi) not equal to + I. 
The quotient map 
Hom(n, S’) -. i? 
is a principal S’/ It I = SO(3) bundle except at the isolated trivial representation which is 
an entire orbit. In terms of linkages. this map can be described as the collapsing of 
equivalence classes as described in the previous section. 
?.I THEORFM. Let n = n,(x(u,, . . . , a,)) hr thr jiundumcntul yroup of u Seiftvt jihercd 
homoloyy 1hrc.c sphtw. The sptrre 
d = Hom(n, S3)lc.onjicytltion 
I’roc$ WC need to show that C(r,. . . . , rlr) admits a Morse function with only cvcn 
index critical points whcncver (r,, . . . , r,,) is an admissible scqucncc of Icngths. WC will 
induct on k. the cast k = 3 being trivial since &,, r2, r,) is a point. We now assume the 
thcorcm is true for k - I. 
WC have the function 
h=Jy:d-+[O,n] 
which assigns to any linkage A = (a,, . . . , a,) the distance from I ES’ to the endpoint of 
ok-Z. The first step in the proof is to show that h is Morse with only even index critical 
points except perhaps at its maximum and minimum. We will show that the critical points 
correspond to linkages whose first k - 2 struts lie on the circle {eia). The second half of the 
proof is an analysis of the behavior of h near its maximum and minimum. If h is not Morse 
near h-’ (minimum), then it turns out that a neighborhood of h-’ (minimum) is just a DL 
bundle over f(r,, . . . , r)_2, r). By induction d(r,, . . . , rk_2. r) has a Morse function with 
only even index critical points, and so the same is true for a disc bundle over it. The same 
holds for h- * (m~ximutn). Thus we can glue thcsc Morse functions to h to obtain the desired 
Morse function on all of C-;. 
Recall from Lemma 2.2 that if/(F(r,. . . . , rk - 2) ) = [a, 61 and /(F(rk. rk - L) ) = cc+ dl, 
then it(c)=[x. ~]=[a, h]n[c, d]. We claim that h is Morse cxccpt possibly at c or d. 
Choose some 3 E [x, y] with c < z < d. Pick an equivalence class of linkages [A] E II- ‘(z). 
Rcprcscnt [A] by a linkage A = (al. . . . , a,) in good position and notice that since 
(‘<: < d. the last two struts of A cannot lie on the same geodesic, i.e. the angle between 
them is not 0 or n. There are two cases, depending on whether or not the first k - 2 struts of 
A all lie on the same circle subgroup. 
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Suppose first that one of the first k - 2 struts of A does not lie on the circle {e”}. We now 
show that [A] is not a critical point of h. We can find a strut e, so that the initial point of Ui 
and the endpoint of et _ 2 do not lie on the same circle subgroup. Consider the l-parameter 
family of linkages A, through A obtained by varying the angle between ui- , and cri slightly. 
It is easy to find such a family so that dh,(At) is non-zero. In fact, let X0 be the 2-sphere 
centered at the endpoint of ui_ 1 which passes through the endpoint of crL-2. Then X0 is 
transverse to the 2-sphere centered at 1 passing through the endpoint of G~_~. The existence 
of the family of linkages A, follows from the definition of transversality and the fact that the 
level surfaces of d are the 2-spheres centered at 1. See Fig. 2. 
I 
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Now suppose the first k - 2 struts of A all lit on the circle (el’}. We will show A is a non- 
dcgeneratc critical point of h with even index. 
The idea is geometrically simple. and is best understood from a diagram. In Fig. 3 we 
show a 5-linkage. A, which is a critical point of index 4 for h. The picture represents a small 
neighborhood of 1 in S’. 
Fig. 3 
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We wish to find a parameterization of a neighborhood of A which will allow us to 
compute the Hessian of h at A. Let U be a small open neighborhood in S’ of the set 
jei+E [e. II - E] u [n + E. 271 - E]), 
where E is a positive number smaller than n,‘a, . . . a,. Let (X, Y, Z) be an orthonormal 
frame field on I/ so that for each PE U, Z, is a unit tangent vector to the circle subgroup 
containing p. 
For i = I. 2.. . . , k - 2 let .si = f I according to whether or not the ith strut of A has 
the same orientation as Z at its initial point. Let W c Rzke6 = {(x2, yz.. . . , xk _ *. yk_ 2)) be 
a small neighborhood of the origin and let 
I(/: W-, F(r, * . ., rk-t) 
be the map defined by the following inductive procedure. 1(1(.x2. y2. .x3. y,. . . . . .‘Ck _ 2. yk _ *) is 
the free linkage whose first strut /I, is the geodesic arc from I to e”l. Then the ith strut /Ii is 
the geodesic arc of length ri starting at the endpoint ofpi_, with initial direction determined 
by the tangent vector xi* X + yi. Y + ciJm*Z. An important observation is that 
if xi = yi = 0. then pi points directly to I or - I. 
For R’small enough. there is exactly one closed linkage with lengths r,, . . . , rk for each 
free linkage G(w) which has the same first k - 2 struts as 1,9(w) and with the endpoint of the k 
- 1st strut in the disc tt +. So I(/ defines an embedding of U’into C’(r,. . . . , rk). Notice that 
It/(O) = A. We will abuse notation and consider 1+4 as a map into either F or 6. 
We claim that 11 ’ tJ(O. 0, . , . , xi, Yi, . . . , 0,O) = k, + kJi_Ff-jf for some non-zero 
constants k,. k2. Assuming this for a moment, wc can finish the proof that It is Morse with 
only even index critical points by showing that 
ii’h ” * (l’h I> 4 ?‘h ” l/l _ . = _.~.~.C ~-. 
(‘xi 6.q (‘Yi “Yj ?x ,‘7 y, 
= 0 if i # j. 
Our paramctcril.~rtion was chosen specifically to have this property. Consider for 
example cl’/r ‘1 $/c?x, _ J Jx, _ 2. The function d/?,r, _ *lx,. I _o h I) I//CO. . . . , 0. .xk - ,. 0, xk - 2, 0) 
vanishes cvcrywhcrc since, for a fixed value of xk _ 3, the set 
[endpoint Of thc(k - 2)nd Strut Of $(O, . . . , 0, .xk _ ), 0, x1, _ 2, 0) I$ -2 small) 
is a part of a z-sphere which is tangent to the level set of the distance function when xk-2 
= 0. Set Fig. 4. 
Fig. 4. 
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The crucial observation is that the (k - 2)nd strut of $(O. . . . , 0. ?I,_,, 0.0.0) lies on a 
circle subgroup. Thus S’h = $/Sx,Sxj = 0. 
We now wish to show that h 3 $(O. 0.. . . , xi, yi,. . . , 0,O) = k, + k,,, I - .x,Z - J$ with 
kL non-zero. For simplicity we show this for h 2 +(O. . . . , 0. I, _ 2, J. _ Z). As a k - $-linkage. 
B= $(O.. . . .O..x,_,,~,_,)agreeswith(a,.. . . , ~7~ _ 2) except for the last strut. which makes 
an angle cos- ‘(8~~ _ 2t /I - xi-* - _v:_~) with the circle (@). 
Let r be the distance from 1 to the initial point of u1;_2. For spherical triangles A.4BC we 
have the formula: 
ICI = coslA[ coslBl + sinlAl sinIS cos( L AB). 
From this it follows that 
h(0,. . . . 0. xk _ 2, yt _ J = d(endpoint of & _ 2) 
= + cos(r)cos(r,_,) + sin(r)sin(r,-,)rl,-2 Jl - .& - yf-2 
The second term is non-zero because r and rk _ z lie in (0. n). So the Hessian of h is a direct 
sum of matrices of the form: 
for some non-zero constants ,I. Thus, II has an cvcn index critical point at A. 
To tinish the proof, WC must turn our attention to the behavior of 11 near the cxtrcmc 
values c and d. The last two struts of a closed linkage in h - ‘(c) or 11 I ‘(d) lit on the same 
circle subgroup. Suppose then, that do Id/t). Now /I- ‘((1) = (‘(r,, . . . , rL _ *, cl). which is a 
manifold which admits a Morse function with only even index critical points by induction. 
Notice that (r,. . . . , rL_2, d) is an admissible scqucncc of lengths for the Scifert fibsrcd 
homology sphere I(u,, . . . , u, _ *, u, _ , * u,). 
If A is a linkayc in good position with h(A) = d, then since the last two struts of A lie on 
some circle subgroup and since the ri are admissible, the first k - 2 struts of A cannot all lie 
on circle {P). Suppose that CJ~ is the first strut which does not lie on the circle (P}. Then ^ 
each element of C near A is uniquely represented by a closed linkage in good position so 
that the endpoint of the ith strut lies in the 2-disc tt f. 
It is now easy to see that h-'(d - 6) is a smooth circle bundle over f(r,. . . . , rh-2. d 
- S). The fibers are the circles’ worth of positions for the last two struts. See Fig. 5. 
Let 
F(r,. . . . , rk-2),d-d.JI =/-‘(Cd - & 4) 
and 
C(r,, . . . , rk),d_d,dl = /I-‘([d - 5, d]). 
Notice that /: F(r,, . . . , rt_2),d_d.d, -+ R is a Morse function with no critical points. Thus 
the gradient flow lines offcan bc used to identify F(r,. . . . . rk - 2)IJ -d.JI with C(r,. . . . . rk - 2. 
d) x [O, I J. Sinccfis W(3) invariant, 
The composite: 
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Fig. 5. 
is a smooth map. Here p denotes the projection on the first factor. The inverse image of each 
point is a disc, since p- ’ x = [O, l] x {x}, and since 
g-‘(r, x) = r S’ if t#I; point if c = 1. 
It follows easily now that d(r,, . . . , rk)id_d.d, -+ d(r,. . . , , r&-2, d) is a smooth disc 
bundle. 
By induction, h-‘(d) possesses a Morse function k :/ - ‘(&+R with only even index 
critical points. This Morse function can bc extended to a Morse function on any D2 bundle 
over II-’ by the formula qx, c) = k(x) - 11011 2. Each critical point of k will contribute one 
critical point of k’whose index is increased by two. Using a collar we may further assume 
that Remaps the boundary of the D2 bundle to a point. A similar argument applies to a 
neighborhood of c, the only difference being that each critical point of a Morse function on 
h-‘(c) will contribute a critical point of the same index to the disc bundle over h-‘(c) since 
in this case we use the formula [(x, II) = k(x) + llul12. 
Thus we may extend the Morse function h on h-‘([c + E. d - E]) to a Morse function on 
all of d by glueing c to h. The Morse function has only even index critical points. fl 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 suggests how to construct an algorithm which counts the 
critical points on each component of R^, and computes their indices. At those critical points 
for which h is Morse, the index depends on the positions of the first k - 2 struts, as well as 
their lengths. If h is not Morse at a maximum or minimum, one can calculate the indices by 
an inductive procedure which involves analysing a (k - l)-linkage. 
In the next section we will determine the topological type of the 4-dimensional 
components of R^. 
4. 4 DIMENSIONAL COMPONENTS 
In this section we prove the following theorem. 
4.1 THEOREM. Ler Z(a,, . . . , a,) be a Seiftvt fibered homology sphere. Then each 4 
dimensional component of R’ is homeomorphic either to S2 x S’. or CP2 # nz2, where n =O, 
SEIFERT 
1. 2. 3,4, or 5. There exist Ua,, . 
such a componenr. 
Our strategy in proving this 
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. . . a,) for which each of these manifolds acrually occurs as 
theorem is as follows. We first introduce the notion of a 
“labelled polygon,” and show that each labelled polygon gives rise to a 4-manifold. We then 
define a certain finite class w of labelled polygons. and calculate the corresponding 
4-manifolds. Finally, we show that the labelled polygons in % precisely describe the possible 
4-dimensional components of R^. 
The referee made the interesting comment that the 4-manifolds coming from labelled 
polygons which we introduce here are actually toric varieties associated to certain fans [6]. 
The same principle may be used to give a description of the 6-dimensional components as 
toric varieties. It is not clear whether the higher dimensional components admit a toric 
structure. 
Let S’ be the unit circle in C. Let (p. q) be an ordered pair of relatively prime integers. 
Define the curres ofslope (p, q) in S’ x S’ to be the cosets of the subgroup I(?‘, z~)[zES’~ 
in S’ x S’. 
4.2 DEFINITION. A lahelled polycgon ./P consists of a finite-sided polygon P in R’. homco- 
morphic to D’, together with (I luhelling of euch edye of P by an ordered pair ofrelcr~ilvly prime 
integers. lf (p. q) and (p’. q’) tire the labels of adjjucent edges. we also require tlrlrl pq’ - p’q = 
f. I. 
Given a labelled polygon 9’. WC construct a 4-manifold M(Y) by taking a quotient space 
of S’ x S’ x P as follows. Let ci bc an cdgc of P labclled by (p,, 4,). For each .Y E c,. collapse 
each (pi. q,)-curve in S’ x S’ x {xl to a point. As a consequence, for each vcrtcx 11. all of S’ 
x S’ x {o) is collapsed to a point. Make no identification on S’ x S’ x int(P). We omit 
the proof that M(9) is a manifold; for the key step see Lemma 4.4. 
WC now define a finite class ‘6 of labelled polygons. Let D’ in R’ be the unit disc. Let A, 
and A, bc two parallel chords of D*. Assume they are disjoint and both of positive Icngth. 
Let HI and B, be another such pair of chords. Assume that the endpoints of A,, A,, B,, and 
BL are disjoint points of 3D’. Let S, be the closed region bounded by A,. A,. and ?D’. Let 
S, be the closed region bounded by B,. B,, and dD2. Note that ?S, - (A, u AJ consists of 
two arcs. Arbitrarily label one of these (7 +(S,) and the other d_(S,). Likewise, denote the two 
components of C’S, -(B, u B,) by cl+(S,) and c!_(S,). 
Let P = S, n S,. Then C’P is a union of straight and curved segments. Consider all of 
these as edges, whether curved or not, viewing P ;IS a polygon. If e is an edge of P, label e as 
follows: 
((LO). if e c (A, u A,); 
e is labelled 
(0. 1). if e c (B, u B,); 
(1, 1). if e c (S+S,nd+S,)u(~_Sgn(!_S,); 
(I, - I). if e c (C’+SOnS_S,)u(3_S,nt?+S,). 
This labeiling of P makes it a lab&d polygon 9. See Figure 6. Let %’ be the class of all 
labellcd polygons which can be obtained by this construction. The importance of% is given 
by Thcorcm 4.3. 
4.3 THEOREM. The mani/olds which occur as 4-dimensional componenrs of d(X), where Z 
rcmges over all Se$v-t-jhered homoloyy spheres, ure precisely the mtmi/cdd.s of the form M(.Y’), 
where d is a l~rhellcd polygm in the t-lass (6. 
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Fig. 6. 
The proof of this theorem is relegated to the end of this section. 
To enumerate the labelled polygons in %‘;, we begin by listing the combinatorially 
distinct ways in which the strips S, and S, can intersect. For the I5 different configurations, 
see Fig. 7. 
Fig. 7. 
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In enumerating the J-manifolds corresponding to each configuration of S, and S, in D2 
we need only to consider a single labelled polygon, for the following reasons. 
(1) Interchanging which strip we call S, and which we call S, results in homeomorphic 
4-manifolds; the homeomorphism is induced by the map 
given by 
/:s’xs’xP-+s’xs’xP 
/(=0 *21. .d = (:I, :(), x). 
This map preserves identifications. 
(2) Interchanging which end of S, (or S,) we label as (7+S, and which we label as 2-S, 
again gives rise to homeomorphic 4-manifolds. In this case the homeomorphism is induced 
by the map 
given by 
j‘:S’ x S’ x P-rS’ x S’ x P 
f( zo. z,, x) = (zo. z; ‘. x). 
Once again.fpreserves identifications. 
Thus, the I5 configurations above give rise to 14 labelled polygons. since the first yields 
the empty polygon. They are listed in Fig. 8. 
(1) empty (2) 
(1.1) 
(1.0) cl (1.0) 
(1.-t) 
(3) 
(1.1) 
7 1.0) (0.1) 
(' l) 
(4) ' 
(1.0) 
CI 
(1.-l) 
1.0) (% qlO) (6)(~;y~tl,o) 
(0.1) 
Fig. R 
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Interpreting the kbelled polygons in K as &manifolds 
The following two lemmas are helpful in identifying the 4-manifolds arising from the 
labelled polygons in %‘. 
4.4. LEW\. Let d be the labelled triangle ABC in Fig. 9. where the dotted line means no 
identifications are to br mude along AB. Then M(9) is a J-ball. 
A --______ u 8 (0.1) (1.0) 
C 
Fig. 9. 
ProoJ: Let ./: I%!(.+‘) ---, P be induced by projection. M(.Y) has a cone structure 
C*/-‘(AB). Howcvcr/-‘(AR) is homcomorphic toS’ x S’ x [O, 11. with thc(l,O)-curves 
collapsed to points in S’ x S’ x (0) and the (0. I)-curves collapsed to points in S’ x S’ 
x {I). It follows that/-‘(AB) is a 3-sphcrc. and hcncc M(.P) is a 4-ball. n 
4.5 LEMMA. l,cr 9 he the ltrh&*d polygon AlKD in Fig. IO. Then. hl(.Y) is isomorphic IO 
CP’ - inl(H’). whew BJ is u 4-hall. 
(0.1) 
A 
(I.11 0 
rl (1.0) _________________-__ B 
Fig. IO. 
--. 
Prooj Let /: M(Y) + P be induced by projection. Let C/I: P + ED be projection along 
vertical lines in P. Then (b is covered by a surjcctive map 6: M(Y) -/’ - ‘(i%). whcrc (,6 is 
projection along lines which have constant coordinates in S’ x S’. Clearly,/‘-‘(ED) is a 2- 
sphere and 6 is a bundle map with fiber a 2-disc. Thus M(Y) is a 2-disc bundle over S’. 
Observe that ?M(.f) =/-l(z) = S’. as in Lemma 4.4. It follows that M(9) is the Hopf 
disc bundle, which has total space CP’ - inl(BJ) w 
Armed with Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, it is not difIicult to identify the 4-manifolds corrcspon- 
ding to the labelled polygons in 9. As examples. we analyze case (3). (7). and (IS). The rest 
arc left as exercises. 
Case (3): (see Fig. I I) 
By decomposing .Y along the dotted line. WC see that hf(.Y) is the union of the manifolds 
exhibited in Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 along their common boundary. It follows that 
M(.9) = CP’. 
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Case (7): (see Fig. 12) 
Ry decomposing .jP along the dotted line, we see that hl(.‘P) = M, u M,. whcrc M, and 
Mz arc homcomorphic to CP* - inl(H’) by Lemma 4.5. Note that rcllcction in the dotted 
lint inducts a homcomorphism h: M, -+ h12 which restricts to the glucing map on 
i)M, = (TM,. It follows that M(.Y) homcomorphic to CP’# CP*, whcrc CY”is CP’ with its 
orientation rcvcrscd. 
Case (I 5): (see Fig. 13) 
Identifying P with [0, I] 
is homeomorphic to S’ x I 
WC now tabulate which 
(18) 
(0.1) 
tl (loo) 
(0.1) 
Fig. 13. 
x [0, I]. one sees immediately that M(9) = S’ x S”, where S’ 
with S’ x (0: and S’ x ( I) collapsed to points. 
4-manifold corresponds to each labcllcd polygon in (6. 
MunifidJ %f( 9) 
s-‘* sz 
CPJ -.- 
CP’ # CP: ^_ .- 
CP’ c ?CP2 
CPI # 3cP: 
CP’ I4CP 
CP-‘# 55: 
Proof o/Throrrm 4.3. As shown in Section 2. each component of d(Z) is homeomorphic 
to C?(r,. . . ,rk), wherc(r,,. . . , rt) is an admissible sequence. Since the space f(r,. . . . , r,.) is 
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always a 2k - 6 dimensional manifold. we restrict our attention to the case k = 5, In what 
follows we will write C and c for C(r,, . . . . r5) and d(r,, . . . . rs). respectively. Also. given a 
linkage A, we will let pi(A) denote the endpoint of the ith strut of A. 
We now define a mapf from C? to the 2 disc H +. Let YE c. It is possible to choose a 
representative A of Y’ satisfying: 
(i) p,(A) = e”‘l(i.e. A is in good position) 
(ii) p,(A)eH+ 
Define]: c -+ H + byf(V’) = p3(A), where A is a representative of Y satisfinp (i) and (ii). 
It is clear thatfis well-defined. In what follows, we will require planar pictures of H,. To 
accomplish this, we will orthogonally project H, onto the unit disc in R + Ri. 
Our first task is to calculate the image offin H,. We observe that for a given linkage 
AE C. the point p,(A) is connected to p,(A) by a 2-linkage of lengths (r2. r3). This is possible 
precisely if the distance between p,(A) and pj(A) is in a certain closed interval [d,, dJ in 
(0. n). It follows that 
Likewise. the point p.,(A) is connected to p,,(A) = I by a 2-linkage with lengths (rJ, r5). It 
follows that the distance between ph3(A) and I must lit in a certain closed interval [c,, 4J in 
(0, n). Thcrcforc. 
/‘(A)E.‘$, - {.KEII +Ic, s di.sl(x. I) 5 v?). 
Ilencc j’(A) is contain4 in S,,nS,. In fact, note that any point in S,,nS, can bc 
conncctcd to p,, and p, by 2-linkages of the appropriate lengths. and that the union of thcsc 
2-linkages with d, rcproscnts an clcmcnt of C’. It follows that inr(j) = S,, n S,. 
Note that the admissibility of the scqucncc (r,, . . . , rk) implies that the endpoints of the 
four arcs of (C’S,, - ?ll ,)u(c’S, - (‘11 k) are eight distinct points of (711 +. Let I lie in one 
component of C’S,, n ?I I , . If (I. x) is a positively oricntcd basis of R + Hi, label this 
component of C’S,, n (‘II + as ?+ S,, and the other component as ?_S,,. Similarly, let .Y lie in 
one component of C’S’, n (‘II +. If (p,. xj is a positively oricntcd basis of’R + Ri, then lab4 
the component of C’S, n PII + containing s as (’ +S ,, and the other component as i)_S,. 
Let I’ = S, n S,. We now label the edges of P as in the definition of class % to obtain a 
labelled polygon 9~ (6,‘. Our goal is to construct a map y : S’ x S’ x P + c which induces a 
homeomorphism from M(Y) to c. The idea behind this map is simple: given a point 
.u~i~(!‘), there is one circle’s worth of positions for the 24inkage connecting .K to p,. and 
one circle’s worth of positions for the 2-linkage connecting .r to p0 = I. Therefore j - ‘(x) 
= S’ x S’. The delicate part is keeping track of the collapsing which takes place when 
XEf?P. 
Letting x~inr(P)u(i7f’n?H+), we now define a precise map gx:S’ x S’ +f-l(x). Let 
E,,, 1, be small round 2-spheres (diameter < min(r,. r))) in S’ ccntcrcd at p,, and pl, 
rcspcctivcly. Thcrc is a circle’s worth of positions for the 24inkagc of lengths (rz, r,) which 
conncctsp, to s. Consider the strut g2 with initial point pl. As the 2-linkage rotates (keeping 
its endpoints fixed). n2 n 2Z, tract’s out a circle El. which scparatcs )3, into two discs. One of 
them. which we call D,. contains the intersection of II, with the shortest gcodcsic from p, to 
x. Note that Z, inherits an orientation from S’ if WC think of it as the boundary of the 
complementary component containing pl. In turn, the circle E, inherits an orientation from 
Z, if WC consider E, as the boundary of II,. 
Similarly. let E, be the circle in T3, traced out by c3 nX;, as the 24inkage (a+,. cs). 
connecting s to I. rotates through its circle of possible positions. Note that E, bounds two 
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discs in Z,,. One of them. which we call D,. meets the shortest geodesic joining 1 to x. As 
before, X0 inherits an orientation from S3 by considering it as the boundary of the 
complementary component containing 1. In turn. E, inherits an orientation from I0 by 
considering it as the boundary of D,. See Fig. 14. 
Fig. 14. 
For i = 0. I, the ccntcr of the disc II, lies on the great circle of Xi on which the cocllicicnt 
of k is 0. It follows that on each E,. thcrc is a unique point y, for which the cocllicicnt of k is a 
maximum. For each i, thcrc is a unique map yi: S’ 4 Ki which is an isomctry (up to a scaling 
factor), and which satisfies y,(I) = yi. WC dcfinc a map 
by u ,(=O. = , ) = [A]E c;. where A is the unique linkage in C(r,. . . . , r5) such that p. = I. p, 
=f! i’fi, p, = x. a2 n Z, = g,(z,), and CJ~ n 2” = qo(zo). 
We now define a map 
y’:S’ x S’ x (i,lf(P)u(L7Pn(‘)I+)),d 
‘v 
r7( =o. :*, x) = y&J. 2, ). 
Next. we must extend 4 to a map ~1 dcfincd on all of S’ x S’ x P. This presents no 
difficulty. For cxamplc. suppose x e(c’P n SS,) - c’ti +. Then there is only one way of 
connecting x to I using a 24inkage of lengths (r4, r,). In defining the linkage (I(:~. z,, x). just 
USC this 2-linkage rcgardlcss of what value the first coordinate q, assumes. Similarly, if 
.xe(?Pn?S,) - c’H+. the iinkagc y(z,. 2,. x) will not dcpcnd on the second coordinate zI. 
Thus WC obtain a well-defined map y : S’ x S’ x P + 6. 
By construction. this map is onto. It is injcctivc on S’ x S’ x h(P). because a class 
YgC? has at most one rcprcscntativc A such that p,(A) = c”l and p,(A)~inrH+. 
Also by construction. if xe(?P n C’S,,) - i’tt +, then q collapcs (I. 0)-curves in 
S’ x S’ x {xl to points. Similarly. if x~(?Pni’S,) - ?H+, then q collapses (0. I)-curves 
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in St x S’ x {x) to points. Finally, consider the case XE(SP~S+S,~~+S,). Let 2~s’. 
Then ytc,. :,, x) is conjugate to g(- - - _O_, _, :, x) by an element of S1 c S’. in fact by either of the 
square roots of 2 in S’. It follows that y collapses (I, I)-curves in S’ x SL x {x} to points. 
The other components of C’P n CH + are handled in an analogous way, inducing the 
labels on ?P assigned in our definition of class %‘, above. It follows that y induces the desired 
homeomorphism between C(r,. . , . . rs) and Ar(P). where 9 is the labelled polygon we have 
constructed. 
We now show how, given any YE%‘. we can realize M(9) as 6(r,, . . , r.& for some 
admissible sequence rl. . . , rs. It will follow that each .V(.Yp) actually occurs as a 
component of R(Z) where 1 is some Seifert fibered homology sphere with 5 exceptional 
fibers. 
Note that the labelled polygon .P is determined by the configuration of the strips S, and 
S,. This configuration depends on the real numbers rl. d,, d,, e,, and e2 referred to earlier in 
this proof. Suppose we are given five real numbers ?r. d,. d;. P,, 2, which yield a particular 
configuration of S, and S,. By picking large enough denominators u,, . . . , u5, WC may 
choose integers Ii (even or odd, as required) in such a way that the following approximations 
arc as close as desired: 
Jr/, _ 
r, = - = r,, 
1’ I 
If thcsc approximations are made suficiently close, f’(r,. . . . , rs) will give rise to M(Y) for 
the drsired 9. 
In fact, it is interesting to note that for I: = Z(u,, . . . , a,) with each a, sufiiciently large, 
all seven possible 4-manifolds will occur as components of R(Z). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.3. n 
Theorem 4.1 follows from our classification of the manifolds M(9) for GEE. 
5. CALCULATIONS 
Having constructed a Morse function on d, one can use the formulas given in [3] to 
calculate the Floer homology of an arbitrary Seifert fibcred homology 3-sphere, Z. We 
present the results of this computation for examples in which I: has up to five exceptional 
fibers. First, we briefly review the results of [3]. 
Let g: R + R be a Morse function.Thc Floer chain complex @ iC z”FC, is a Z, -graded 
free abelian group. For each critical point b of y, the chain complex has one basis element of 
grading - R(r) - 3 + p,(h), where p,(h) is the Morse index of b. In this expression, R(r) is 
Fintushcl and Stern’s R-invariant, which is computed from the admissible sequence 
corresponding to the component of d containing b. The following computations were 
performed with the kind assistance of a personal computer. 
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The notation FH, = (I,. x2, x,. x,) means that the Floer homology is a free abelian 
group of rank xi in dimension i. Of course the Fleer homology vanishes in odd dimensions. 
Notice that ail the computations are J-periodic. It is possible that this is true in general; for 
details see [S]. Finally notice that Casson’s invariant [l] is equal to I,? the Euler 
characteristic of the Floer Homology [7], so that the following tables also give compu- 
tations of Casson’s invariant. 
4 Excepllonai Fibers 
Flow ttr~molrq~ 
(7. 7. 7. 7) 
(II. II. II. III 
(I?. I?. I?. 13) 
(17. 17. 17. 17) 
(19. 19. IO. IY) 
(23. 23. 23. 23) 
(31. 2X. 31. ZXI 
(19. 32, ZY. 31) 
(IS. 16. 15. Ihl 
(25. 24, 25. 24) 
(29 ‘Y ‘Y _Y) .- *- .- 
(16. IS. 16. I.0 
(I’). IX. I’). IX) 
(24. 24. 24, 24) 
MoniJdJ 
22. 5. 7. II) 
z.12. 5. 7. 13) 
a’. 5. 7. 17) 
23. 5. 7. I I) 
23. 5. 7. 131 
Z(R, 3, 5. 7) 
2x. 3. 5. II) 
2x. 3. 7. II) 
2X. 3. 7. I!) 
X(X. s, 7. I I J 
ax. 5, 7. 1.1) 
22. 0. I I. 13) 
(125. 1’3. 125. 123) 
(147, 140. 147. l4ft) 
(IYI. I’)?. IYI. 102) 
(216. 21.1, 216, 213) 
(200. ZSY. 160. 25’~) 
(265. Ihh. 265, 266) 
(314. 31-t. 314,314) 
(JII.4ll.4ll.4lI) 
(45‘). 460. 45Y, 460) 
(557. 556. 557. 556) 
zo. 5. 7. II. 13) 
23. s. 7. I I, 17) 
V(4. 5. 7. I I. 13) 
x1-1. 5. 7. I I. 17) 
~(‘,Y.5.7. II) 
X(2. Y. 5. 7. 13) 
I(‘. 9. 5. 7. 17) 
Florr Homcdoy~ 
(27. 27. 27, 17) 
132. 32. 32. 321 
(42. 42. 42. 42) 
(44. 44. 44.44) 
(5’. 52. 52. 52) 
(33. 31. 33. 31) 
(49. 51.4Y. 51) 
(71. 71. 71.71) 
(X3. x5. x3. X5, 
(I??. 123, 123. I’?) 
(145. 146. 145. 146) 
(93. YZ, 93. Y2) 
Flrwr tlrmrrhl‘/, 
(XXI). xx I. xxo. xx I ) 
(1152. IIS2. IIS?. IIS?) 
(I lY4, I IYJ. 1 IYJ. I IYJ) 
(1563.1563. 1563 1563) 
(3X6. 3X5. 3H6. 3X5, 
(457. 455, 457. 455) 
(5YX. 5Y6. 59x. 5Y6) 
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